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Abstract

In this paper we describe a real time object tracking system consisting of three mod-

ules (motion detection, object tracking, robot control), each working with a moderate

accuracy, implemented in parallel on a workstation cluster, and therefore operating fast

without any specialized hardware. The robustness and quality of the system is achieved

by a combination of these vision modules with an additional attention module which

recognizes errors during the tracking.

For object tracking in image sequences we apply the method of active contour models

(snakes) which can be used for contour description and extraction as well. We show

how the snake is initialized automatically by the motion detection module, explain the

tracking module, and demonstrate the detection of errors during the tracking by the

attention module.

Experiments show that this approach allows a robust real{time object tracking over

long image sequences. Using a formal error measurement presented in this paper it will

be shown that the moving object is in the center of the image in 90 percent of all images.

1 Introduction

In computer vision the �eld of real time image processing has become more and more impor-

tant. Because of the increasing computation performance { a rule of thumb says that every

two years the computational power doubles { real time image processing can now be applied

to real world applications. Autonomous vehicles, service robots, or machines assisting hand-

icapped persons are expected to be constructed within the next ten years. One important

task for such machines is real time motion detection and real time object tracking. In tra�c

scenes one has to detect and track other moving objects, or service robots cleaning the oor

have to avoid stationary and moving obstacles, like humans or animals.

Recently so called data highways were expanded allowing to transmit a great amount of

data in high speed. Therefore, in near future in telecommunication more and more applica-

tions transmitting images will come up. Also the importance of image processing will rise.
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For example, one wishes to talk via teleconferencing to each other as close as possible to a

face{to{face conversation, i.e. not rigidly sitting in front of the camera, and even being fully

in the middle of the camera image. In such an application the camera's position has to be

changed that the two partners always are kept in the middle of the camera image. Of course,

the tracking of the speaker's head has to be done in real time.

For real time object tracking it is necessary to have a closed loop between sensors { which

produces the image data { and action { for example moving the camera to track a moving

object. Moving the camera implies that new image data will be transferred into the system

and therefore new actions have to be performed. If a moving system detects an obstacle,

actions have to be carried out to avoid them, and the calculations necessary to achieve this

task have to be done in real time. For object tracking the system has to compute the necessary

motion of its camera fast enough to keep the object in the �eld of view. From these requests it

follows that not necessarily 25 images per second (the normal video rate) have to be processed

but that an upper bound for the processing time has to be met in which the tracking task can

be performed. Violating this upper bound results, for example, in losing the moving object.

We will call this upper bound the in time constraint, which is an important characterization

of real time systems [13].

So far for real time image processing specialized hardware, and special parallel computers

had to be used, for example, for preprocessing, �ltering, or calculation of optical ow. The

disadvantage of such an approach is that with a new generation of more powerful hardware

the algorithms have to be reimplemented and new software using the new hardware has

to be designed. This costly programming overhead can be avoided if a real time image

processing system is implemented in a standard programming language running on arbitrary

workstations. The di�culty is that todays general purpose workstations lack the required

transmission rate for real time image processing given a frame rate of 25 images per second.

To process each 512�512 frame of a sequence of color images taken at video rate { 25 images

per second { 20 Million bytes per second have to be handled. On a 120 MIPS workstation only

6 instructions for each pixel could be used. Assuming a load/store architecture 2 instructions

are needed to load the pixel and to store the result. So with the remaining 4 instructions a

global task like image processing would have to be done. This is unrealistic even if there were

40 instructions available. Some authors estimate that one needs up to 104 instructions per

pixel to get a complete high level interpretation of an image [11, 17].

To handle the amount of data in real time image processing one has to change from a

more static processing strategy to a purposive one, i.e. not every pixel of the image should be

processed but only the interesting parts to perform a given task. This purposive processing

strategy is summarized in a new paradigm called active vision which came up in the �eld

of computer vision [2, 5, 8, 24]. The main principle of active vision can be described by a

de�nition of Aloimonos [3]:

Active Vision: Given a problem of computer vision: Take the images in a way that the

problem can be solved

Di�erent from that the approach of Marr [19] says:

Marr: Given images: Design algorithms to solve a problem in the �eld of computer vision

with these images
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Some of the main technical mechanisms of active vision are pyramids, attention modules, or

{ in general { selectivity in space, time and resolution [24].

During the past �ve years many authors have proven that using the active vision paradigm

real time constraints can be satis�ed, and promising algorithms and methods have been

developed. One of these methods { especially for object tracking { is the so called active

contour model also referred to as snake [15]. A modi�ed and improved version of snakes is

used and described in this paper.

In our problem domain a toy train moving in front of a robot has to be tracked. The robot

has a camera mounted on its hand. By moving the camera according to the tracking results

the toy train is always supposed to be in the middle of the camera image. As an additional

constraint no specialized hardware for preprocessing, �ltering, or segmentation will be used.

All algorithms are implemented on standard UNIX c workstations in an object{oriented

programming language and environment [10, 23].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section we will intro-

duce the principles of active contour models and motivate the use of active contours for

object tracking. In Sect. 3 the concepts of vision modules for real time object tracking are

described. Then, a complete object tracking system built up of such vision modules is intro-

duced (Sect. 4). We will present an automatic initialization of snakes, and an error detection

based on features extracted out of the snake itself. After this we will introduce our experi-

mental environment. Experiments will show that this system is both robust and fast enough

to track a moving toy train in front of a robot in a closed loop of action and vision. The paper

ends with a summary and discussion of the results and gives an outlook on further work that

has to be done in this context.

2 Snakes: Active Contour Models

The energy minimizing model of active contours was �rst introduced by Kass [15]. An active

contour is an energy minimizing spline which is inuenced by its own internal energy Eint and

by external forces Eext. A snake S of n discrete contour points can be de�ned as a parametric

function v(s)

v(s) = (x(s); y(s)); ; s 2 0; � � � ; n� 1 ; x(s) 2 [0; xmax]; y(s) 2 [0; ymax] (1)

where xmax and ymax are usually given by the size of the input image. Such an active contour

has an energy E de�ned by

E =
n�1X
s=0

(Eint(v(s)) + Eext(v(s))) : (2)

Eint is usually de�ned as (cf. [15])

Eint(v(s)) =
�(s)jvs(s)j

2
+ �(s)jvss(s)j

2

2
; (3)

and vs(s) and vss(s) are the �rst and second derivatives of v(s). The external forces may

be the image intensity f(x; y), or the edge strength of an image, for example Eext(v(s)) =

�jrf(v(s))j
2
. Using the edge strength as the external force during the energy minimization

the snake will be pushed to strong edges, for example, to the contour of an object.
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For energy minimization many approaches exist in the literature, for example, Kalman

�ltering [25], dynamic programming [4], �nite element methods [9, 14] and a variation of

the model based on the normal optical ow [7]. One way described in [15] is based on the

variational calculus and will be briey summarized in the following.

Searching for a function v(s), which minimizes equation 2, leads to the Euler-Lagrange

di�erential equation. In the discrete case the following equations must be solved [15]:

Ax+ fx(x;y) = 0 (4)

Ay + f y(x;y) = 0 (5)

with

x = (x(0); x(1); : : : ; x(n� 1));y = (y(0); y(1); : : : ; y(n� 1));

fx(x;y) =

0
@ @Eext

@x(s)

�����
s=0

;
@Eext

@x(s)

�����
s=1

; : : : ;
@Eext

@x(s)

�����
s=(n�1)

1
A ;

and

f y(x;y) =

0
@ @Eext

@y(s)

�����
s=0

;
@Eext

@y(s)

�����
s=1

; : : : ;
@Eext

@y(s)

�����
s=(n�1)

1
A :

The matrix A contains the inuence of the internal energy of the snake, i.e. the parameters

� and � (for a complete derivation see [15]). For the computation of the unknown vectors x

and y an iterative procedure is used that converges if xt = xt�1, where xt is the solution at

step t. Thus, equation 4 and 5 can be written as:

Axt + fx(xt�1;yt�1) = 0 = (xt�1 � xt) (6)

Ayt + f y(xt�1;yt�1) = 0 = (yt�1 � yt) (7)

with  being the stepsize, and transformed to:

xt = (A+ I)
�1
(xt�1 � fx(xt�1;yt�1)) (8)

yt = (A + I)
�1
(yt�1 � f y(xt�1;yt�1)) (9)

Because of the special form of A (penta{diagonal) [15] (A + I) can be inverted e�ciently

by an LU decomposition of complexity O(n) [6].

The principle of the active contour models is clari�ed in Figure 1; one can see a snake

with seven snake elements positioned on an energy �eld. For example this energy �eld could

be computed from the negative edge strength of a circle using a standard edge operator,

e.g. a Sobel operator. Now, during the energy minimization step each snake element slithers

downhill to the next minimum. In this case the snake elements will rest at the edge extracting

the contour of the circle. Further information concerning the snake model and its behavior

can be found in [15] and [18].

In several papers, for example [7, 18], the advantages of snakes for object tracking were

shown. Given an image sequence f0(x; y); f1(x; y); : : : ; fn(x; y) containing a single moving
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Figure 1: Principle of active contours: A snake with 7 elements extracts the contour of a

circle by moving into the minimum of the negative edge strength of the circle.

object it is only necessary to initialize the active contour on the contour of the moving object

within the �rst image. Then the contour of the moving object can be tracked by placing

the snake vt(s) of image ft(x; y) on the image ft+1(x +4x; y +4y) where (4x;4y) is the

estimated velocity of the contour in the 2D image plane. Setting (4x;4y) = (0; 0) means

that no prediction of the position of the contour in the subsequent image is done. Then, if

the object is moving su�ciently slow in comparison to the elapsed time between ft and ft+1,

the snake will extract the object's contour in the image ft+1(x; y) by energy minimization (see

also Figure 4 in Sect. 4.4).

Compared to other feature matching algorithms for real time object tracking active con-

tours provide several advantages:

� Computation of the external energy Eext (see equation 2) demands processing of only

small parts of an image, namely the region around the snake elements.

� Object extraction and object tracking is done within one step.

� No object/background distinction is needed. This is especially advantageous if the

camera is moving, too.

� If the moving object is partially occluded the snake is able to retain the object's contour

for a while [25].
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� Features of a contour (for example the center of gravity) are more stable than single

point features. This makes the tracking more robust.

There are also some disadvantages. First the parameters �; �; and  have to be chosen |

in most of the cases heuristically. Second, the snake must be positioned close to the contour

which should be tracked. This is often done in an interactive way. In Sect. 4.3 we present a

method for an automatic placement of the snake near a moving object in an image sequence

grabbed with a static camera.

Active contour models without prediction, i.e. (4x;4y) = (0; 0), are very well suited for

real time tracking problems where a homogeneous background exists, the tracked object has

a smooth contour, and the contour of the object can also be extracted from a low resolution

image. In the literature an extension to rigid snakes can be found [7]. Suited parameter

selection (� and � in equation 3) may allow the snake to form a corner but it is di�cult to

choose these values automatically. Experiments showed that a prediction step is essential for

tracking in a natural environment, i.e. with a background containing strong edges from other

objects as well.

3 Vision Modules for Object Tracking

In [1] the utilization of vision modules is speci�ed. Various simple modules each performing

a single and speci�c task communicate with each other. By integration of the results from all

vision modules a more complicated vision task like object tracking may be executed. Before

giving an example for a real time tracking system built up of such vision modules in Sect. 4

we will look at the general problem of object tracking.

For object tracking in a closed loop between sensors and action the following modules will

be used in our work (see Figure 2):

� a motion detection module,

� a tracking module,

� a module for the robot control, and

� an attention module for detection of certain events during tracking.

It should be noted that in our approach the attention module has not only the purpose of

detecting interesting parts in the image but also to supervise the whole system, for example to

detect errors, and to control the cooperation between the modules. Consequently one should

extend the general pattern analysis system (see [21], page 12) to the requirements of an active

vision system which means error detection, and focusing on interesting parts of the image.

Some other modules could be added, for example, for knowledge based object tracking, or

for the classi�cation of the tracked object [10]. Then, if the object is classi�ed, it is possible

to track speci�c features of that object (model based tracking), or to check the correctness of

the data driven tracking after �xed intervals (model based error detection).

There are some advantages and, of course, some disadvantages of such an approach. The

main disadvantage is the moderate accuracy and reliability of each vision module working on

its own. Thus, errors will occur, and a mechanism has to be provided to detect such errors.
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Figure 2: The principle of vision modules for object tracking

Therefore, the overall system performance is given by the attention module and its ability to

detect and �x errors. Our experiments will show that a robust system can be built using an

error detecting attention module. Then the advantage is that because of the simplicity of the

modules the in time constraints can be satis�ed.

Single modules working in parallel will allow to map the modules to a workstation cluster.

Using the pvm-library [12] a virtual parallel machine can be built where each workstation

performs the dedicated subtask of the vision module. The mapping is done by the pvm

transparently for the user. Otherwise the pvm allows for running all vision modules on a

single workstation. Of course, this will cause a small decrease of the computation power due

to communication overhead in contrast to a system running on a single workstation without

pvm.

At this implementation stage we use only two separate processes in our system. The robot

control is one of the processes, the attention module, motion detection and tracking is the

second one. The reason will be discussed in Sect. 4 where we present an example of a vision

system based on the ideas of vision modules.

4 Robust Tracking of a Moving Object with a Com-

bination of Simple Vision Modules

4.1 General Idea

The goal is to keep a moving object in the middle of the camera image. To build up a system

of vision modules we have to decompose the problem. First, the motion in the scene has to

be detected and a region of interest has to be localized in which motion occurs (Sect. 4.2).

For that purpose the whole view of the camera at a low resolution of 128� 128 pixels is used.

Then we have to initialize the snake on the object's contour. Actually, most of the au-

thors used an interactive initialization of the snake, and we do not know of any automatic

initialization published yet which is suitable for real time applications. We present a fast and

robust method for an automatic initialization which is described in Sect. 4.3.
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Figure 3: Overview of the motion detection and tracking modules. The black region is the

ROI as a result of the di�erence image between two images. Sampling the chain code of the

ROI results in the initial snake around the object's contour. The attention module supervises

the results of the automatic initialization and the tracking itself.

Now the object tracking module can start (section 4.4). To reduce the computation time

we imitate the foveal vision system of humans and we only look on a part of the image which

would correspond to a 256 � 256 subimage in the maximal resolution image (768 � 576)

containing the moving object. This is accomplished by a continuous update of the frame

grabbing device registers.

To track over long image sequences one has to detect whether tracking is no longer possible,

and a signal has to be sent to the motion detection module. So we can start tracking another

object or try to locate and track the same object again. In Sect. 4.5 we will discuss possible

and typical errors during the tracking, and we will present features which can be extracted

out of the active contour to detect theses errors. Figure 3 gives an overview of the motion

detection and tracking modules and the communication paths between them. The attention

module supervises the whole system and controls the active parts.

4.2 Motion Detection

For tracking moving objects one �rst has to detect motion in the scene. Then one can

segment the motion �eld into moving objects. For motion detection many algorithms exist, for

example, feature based methods, optical ow, or correlation algorithms. With the exception of

the feature based approach these methods are hardly suitable for real time motion detection

without specialized hardware. The simplest and fastest motion detection algorithm is the

computation of the di�erence image between consecutive images of an image sequence. With
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this algorithm regions in the image are detected in which changes of the gray values occur.

These changes may be based on the moving camera, moving objects or noise in the image.

Now assuming a static camera and only one moving object the greatest changes are produced

by the moving object itself. To reduce sensor noise we use a threshold operation to get a

binary region. Gaps in this region are closed by applying a mean �lter on the image. As a

result one gets a binary image | the region of interest (ROI) | which contains a moving

object. To handle small ROI's which result from noise ROI's with a size below a threshold

are neglected. Finally we compute the chain code of the remaining ROI as a representation

of this region which is needed for the automatic initialization of the snake (see Sect. 4.3). In

the following, this algorithm is shortly summarized:

Given a sequence of images f0(x; y); : : : ; fn(x; y) of image size 768�576 we proceed in the

following way (the algorithm is started at t = 0):

1. Downsampling of the images ft(x; y) and ft+1(x; y) to an image size of 128 � 128.

2. Compute the di�erence image Dt+1(x; y) where

Dt+1(x; y) =

(
0 ; jft(x; y)� ft+1(x; y)j < �

1 ; otherwise
(10)

3. Close gaps and eliminate noise in the di�erence image using an appropriate �lter oper-

ation (for example a mean �lter, or a Gaussian �lter; we use a 5 � 5 mean �lter twice)

to get the attention map Datt
t+1(x; y). The set of interesting points in the image | the

region of interest | contains the points (x; y) with Datt
t+1(x; y) = 1.

4. If there is no signi�cant region, i.e. the area of the ROI is less than a given threshold,

we assume that there is no moving object. Increment t by one and go to step 1.

5. Extract a chain code for the boundary of the binary region of interest.

6. If the features (for example the moments, or the area) of the extracted region di�er from

the previous region in a signi�cant manner, then take the next image and go to step 1;

(this means that the object is moving into the �eld of vision of the static camera).

The described step of motion detection can be seen in the upper left part of Figure 3. The

result is a ROI marked as a black region. Additionally in step 6 of the algorithm a signal can

be sent to the robot control to perform a saccade, i.e. a fast motion of the camera to another

point in space to get the ROI in the middle of the image.

As mentioned earlier for the motion detection the camera remains static. In our future

work we will extend this module to detect moving objects during movements of the camera

as described for example in [20]. Thus, at present it is not necessary to realize the motion

detection module in a separate process. We have implemented this module in one process

together with the tracking and attention module due to the fact that at this time these

modules may work sequentially. This is not a real limitation, because as soon as we extend

the motion detection to work on images grabbed with a moving camera, we can easily realize

this module as a process working in parallel to recognize other moving objects during the

tracking.
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4.3 Automatic Initialization of Snakes

As a result of the motion detection we get a region represented by a contour as a chain code.

Assuming that there is a moving object inside the ROI we now have to initialize the snake so

that it is close to the contour of the moving object.

This initialization has to be computationally e�cient, too. In the literature one can �nd

an initialization by the tangent �eld [26]. But this method is computationally expensive and

therefore it cannot be applied to real time closed loop applications. Most of the other authors

use an interactive initialization.

For initialization we make use of one property of non-rigid snakes. In the case of low or

zero external energy | that means no edges are near the snake | the snake will collapse to

one point. This can be easily seen in equations 2 and 3. The sum of the discrete derivatives

is zero, and therefore minimal, if all positions v(s) of the snake elements are equal. Because

of this fact it is su�cient to do a coarse initialization around the object's contour. The snake

will collapse until it reaches the contour of the moving object. As a result of the motion

detection module we get the chain code of the ROI. This chain code is used as the initial

snake.

One of the possible errors this idea su�ers from is the presence of strong background edges

near the moving object. In this case the active contour will slither to such edges and will not

extract the moving object itself. But we will show in our experiments that this initialization

works well in our current system. If the attention module (see Sect. 4.5) detects an error

in the initialization it sends a signal to the motion detection module. Otherwise, after the

initialization the motion tracking module will start as it is described in the next section.

4.4 Object Tracking

The principle of tracking a moving contour, i.e. a moving object, is clari�ed in Figure 4: In

an image ft the snake converges to the contour of an object. In image ft+1 the snake is placed

at the position reached in image ft. In addition, a prediction of the movement of the object

in the 2D image plane can be performed and so the snake shifted to this predicted position

in ft+1. Assuming that the distance of the object to the snake in pixels is su�ciently low the

snake will again slither down into the minimum of the external energy computed out of the

object's contour.

In Figure 5 the algorithm describing the object tracking is shown. There exist approaches

using a prediction step for moving the snake to the predicted position of the object in the next

image [7, 25]. Such a prediction step may be for example based on a Kalman �lter. Thus the

tracking can be made more robust, and one can allow faster motion of the object. At present,

we use no prediction step in our work. In our approach we shift a small window (256 � 256)

over the physical image to track the moving object. The advantage of using a small window

with full resolution over using a low resolution full camera image is that we get more details

of the object and more exact edges. Also, we can smooth the external energy by a larger

�lter. The smoothness of the external energy (i.e. the edges of the moving object) inuences

the maximum displacement of the object between successive images. In our environment this

maximimumdisplacement is 8 pixels. With this approach we cannot track outside the �eld of

view of the static camera, and we cannot keep objects in the middle of the image which move
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Motion direction of the contour

Figure 4: Tracking principle using active contour models (compare Figure 1). Top: The initial

snake (dotted line) and the result of energy minimization (solid line). Bottom: Extraction of

the contour in the next image. Result of the previous image (dotted line) converges to the

contour of the circle (solid line), if the displacement of the object in the image plane is less

than a maximum displacement given by the smoothing of the energy and the object's size.

at the border of the �eld of view. For that we use the robot's ability to move the camera (see

subsection 4.6).

The parameters of the snakes are kept constant during all experiments. We choose � = 0:1,

� = 1 and  = 10 heuristically (see equation 3, 8 and 9). The number of iterations was �xed

to 200. Our experiments show that after 200 iterations the snake always converged to the

object's contour. In almost all of the images the snake converges much faster. That means,
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snap the start image f0(x; y) (full optical image size, resolution 128�128)

put the active contour v(s) around the moving object in image f0(x; y),

fact(x; y) = f0(x; y)

WHILE snake has not lost the object

compute external energy Eext out of fact(x; y)

minimize energy E(v(s)) = Eint(v(s)) + Eext(v(s))

UNTIL snake v(s) converges

snap image fact(x; y) in a way that the center of gravity of the snake

is in the middle of the subimage

(window out of the camera image: 256 � 256 pixels)

Figure 5: Algorithm describing the tracking with active contour models.

that the computation time can be improved by extraction a convergence criterion. An idea

for such a measure can be found in [18].

As a result of the tracking algorithm one gets the center of gravity of the snake which is the

center of gravity of the moving object if the snake is assumed to cover the object's contour.

The center of gravity is now used to change the grabber's parameters in a way that the center

of gravity will be in the middle of the image. We use the center of gravity to determine the

window out of the camera's optical image to be digitized. That means, no other image data

of the scene is available, and if we have lost the moving object there is no way to �nd the

object again. Thus, such errors (for example losing the object) have to be detected to reset

the camera's parameters to get the full image data out of the A/D converter on the video

card. This is done by the attention module described in the next subsection. Simultaneously,

we send the center of gravity to the robot control to move the robot if the moving object

comes close to the border of the physical camera image.

4.5 Feature Based Detection of Errors by the Attention Module

For tracking we only digitize a small window (256 � 256) out of the camera's image. Thus

the single steps of our system can be computed very fast because of their simplicity and the

reduced amount of data which must be processed. Due to this simplicity, errors may occur.

For example, the ROI may not contain a moving object. So the collapsing snake does not

extract a moving object but some edges or contours of the background. During tracking

the object may stop moving, or it moves behind something in the background, or outside

the �eld of view of the camera. In addition, the snake may lose the object's contour, if the

displacement of the object in pixels between successive frames is too large. To get a robust

tracking over long sequences of images we have to detect such errors. Then the attention

module will start the motion detection module which will look at the full camera image to

detect a moving object again.

We have investigated some features which can be used for the detection of such errors

described above. If the active contour extracts a static background object one cannot measure

any motion of the snake. As mentioned earlier, if the initialization fails and there is no

background edge near the snake, the snake will collapse to one point. If the snake extracts
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a background edge, it may degenerate to a line. To detect such events the following features

can be extracted out of the active contour:

� Correlation:

By measuring the correlation of the snake elements the degeneration to line can be

detected.

� Regression:

This feature is based on the same idea as the correlation.

� Moments of the contour:

Looking at the moment of the contour one can detect, if the active contour degenerates

to one point in the absence of edges, if the snake becomes a line, and if part of the

snake extract the object and another part get caught by a background edge (i.e. the

snake will be stretched). For this reason, we use the moments to detect errors in our

experiments.

In Figure 6 the plots of the x-moment and y-moment of an active contour are shown

during a sequence of images. Over the whole sequence the aspect of the toy train varies,

because of the motion on a circular rail (see Sect. 5). The reason for the rapid change of the

x- and y-moments which can be seen is that three snake elements extracted the rail instead

of the train itself for 10 images. In this case from one image to the other the forces of the

other snake elements extracting the train become so strong that the three snake elements are

pushed away from the rail back to the moving object. This can be seen in the derivatives of

the moments. Preliminary experiments showed that the derivative of the moments is a better

feature than the moments itself, because this feature is more independent to the object's size.

In our experiments we use an upper and a lower threshold for the moments. If one of the

moments violates the upper or lower threshold | that means the snake degenerates | we

switch back to the motion detection module. This occurs if more than three elements extract

one background edge (the snake becomes a straight line) or the snake falls into one point. We

have also tested the correlation and regression but the best results could be achieved by the

moments. A combination of the features did not lead to an improvement, because a straight

line detectable by the regression coe�cient or the correlation can also be recognized by one

of the moments. As mentioned at the end of Sect. 4.2 the attention module is realized in one

process together with the tracking and object detection module. At this time the attention

module only watches over the result of the tracking, i.e. it judges the shape of the active

contour. This can be done directly after the tracking step. In the future, as soon as the

attention module is used to perform a knowledge based veri�cation of the tracking, which

cannot be done in real{time, we will realize this module as a separate process. This is also

necessary as soon as we drop the assumption that only one moving object is in the scene.

Then the attention module has to decide which object should be tracked (for example: always

the closest to the camera). Our system design described in Sect. 3 allows such an extension.

4.6 Robot Control

The fourth part of our closed loop object tracking system is the module for robot control.

There exist many approaches in the literature for robot control [22]. Since in a closed loop
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Figure 6: Features for error detection during tracking: the x- and y-moment of the active

contour.

system the slowest module constrains the overall system performance the robot control should

be kept as fast as possible. Therefore, we use only four signals for each direction in which

the robot can move: + or � and FASTER or SLOWER (+ and � decide the direction of the

movement of one of the axis). To cause a smooth robot motion we use two di�erent methods

for changing the grabbed image. First, we move the robot itself. Second, as mentioned in

Sect. 4.4 we change the parameters of the grabbing device such that the tracked object is

kept always in the middle of the subimage (see Figure 7). The tracking indicated by the

dashed line is done by changing the area which the grabbing device will digitize. The motion

of the whole image is indicated by the solid lines and is achieved by the robot's motion. In

the tracking module the registers of the frame grabber card are set so that the snake, i.e.

the moving object, is in the middle of the digitized image. Now, if the object moves near

the border of the physical camera image, the window cannot be chosen such that the object

is in the middle. Thus the tracking module sends the position of the center of the snake to

the robot control. The control module uses a simple proportional controller [16] to move the

robot. In the time domain the controller can be described by

y(t) = V (x1(t)� x2(t)): (11)

y is the control value, x1 the coordinate of the center of the physical camera image, and x2

the center of the active contour. This coordinate is sent to the robot control by the tracking

module. To avoid oscillations of the robot around the position which should be reached we

use a long delay time. This means that the moving object is not always in the middle of the

camera image but always in the middle of the digitized window as mentioned earlier.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Experimental Environment

In this section we present our experimental environment and a qualitative measurement for

judging the results of the experiments. Using the qualitative measurement we can show that
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Figure 7: Two methods are used for changing the view of the scene: dashed lines indicate

changing the parameters of the grabbing device; solid lines indicate the motion of the robot

using a proportional controller. The large light rectangle is the �eld of view of the camera,

the small gray rectangle is the area digitized on the board.

Figure 8: Toy train moving on a circle in front of the robot.

our tracking is robust and exact. Also we can show that the automatic initialization presented

in Sect. 4.3 is su�cient in the context of our system.

In our experiments we have a moving toy train in front of a robot at a distance of about

1:5{2:0 meter (see Figure 8). Mounted on the robot's hand is a camera looking on the

toy train. The toy train is moving on a circle with a speed of 2.0 cm/sec. Due to the

hardware limitations (we get a maximum frame rate of 3 images per second) this speed

corresponds to the maximum displacement (8 pixels) of the object in the image plane which

we can track without prediction (see Figure 4). During the experiments we have constant

lighting conditions and all parameters of the algorithms are kept constant. Other preliminary

experiments showed that even drastic changes in the illumination cause no problem to the

algorithm.

To judge automatically long sequences of images with various moving objects one has to

use a measurement which can be computed out of the images after the experiments. We

use the following measurement: Compute the center of gravity of the moving object (with a

heuristic method suitable only for this experimental setup) and compare this coordinate with

the center of the image. Because the camera window will be placed in a way that the center
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Figure 9: Qualitative judgement (from left to right): the principle of the measurement of a

wrong and an exact tracking; two examples of images, one with a mediocre tracking result,

the other one with an exact tracking.

of gravity of the snake is in the middle of the image, the center of gravity of the object also

should be in the middle of the image, if the snake correctly covers the moving object. Now

we measure the distance between the center of the image and the center of the object and use

this distance as a qualitative judgement (see Figure 9).

As mentioned earlier, we realized the modules in two separate processes. The �rst is the

robot control, the second one contains the motion detection, object tracking, and attention

module. At present we use two workstations connected with a standard network (Ethernet).

The robot control is distributed via the pvm on the workstation which is physically connected

to the hardware of the robot. Most of the work is done on the second workstation on which

the second process runs. The missing balance between the loads of the two workstation is no

disadvantage of the system, because there arises no bottleneck between the two workstations.

5.2 Results

We present the results of nine experiments. In each of the experiments we track the moving

object until 600 images are grabbed. This corresponds to an average length of the experiment

of 7 minutes. In each of the nine experiments the train started on a di�erent position on the

rail circle. So in the sum of these nine experiments the train has moved over the whole circle,

i.e. all possible changes of the contour of the train { based on the di�erent viewing angles

{ and directions of motion could be recorded. In Table 1 the results of the experiments are

shown.

In experiment 9 at the beginning of the experiment the moving object is not in the �eld

of view of the camera. Thus, the system has to wait until a moving object enters the �eld

of view. This results in some wrong initializations of the snakes due to sensor noise (large

changes of gray values).

Experiments 6 and 7 start with the moving object at the border of the �eld of view: In

experiment 6 the toy train moves outside the �eld of view. Here we have tested the ability

of the robot control to get the object into the middle of the image. In experiment 7 the toy

train moves into the �eld of view and the system has to wait until the object is completely

in the image. The results show that the system can handle these cases. In experiment 6 the

system initializes the snake 9 times; because of large control values (see equation 11) which

implies a fast movement of the robot to get the object in the middle of the image the snake
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experiment # switches # 4s 4s 4s

between images � � �

MT & MD 5 10 20

exper. 1 0 600 20.0 50.0 95.5

exper. 2 0 600 38.2 81.8 100.0

exper. 3 2 600 2.5 8.2 61.4

exper. 4 5 600 9.4 35.8 91.1

exper. 5 2 600 12.7 32.2 86.4

exper. 6 9 600 14.2 44.7 93.9

exper. 7 2 600 28.6 59.6 90.3

exper. 8 2 600 16.9 36.0 89.8

exper. 9 0 600 22.5 54.9 74.5

Table 1: Results of the tracking: experiment, the number of switches between motion tracking

(MT) module and motion detection (MD) module, the number of images tracked, and the

amount of images in percent in which the distance of the center of gravity from the middle

of the image is less than 5, 10, 20 pixels

loses the object. As soon as the moving object is no longer at the border of the image the

initialization works well and the object can be tracked.

The worst experiment is experiment 3. In this experiment the attention module does

not detect the error of the tracking. The reason is that we use two static thresholds for

the detection of errors based on the moments of the contour described in Sect. 4.5. In

this experiment these static thresholds do not allow us to detect the errors. Preliminary

experiments showed that using the derivatives of the moments instead of two static thresholds

makes the error detection more robust.

As described in Sect. 4.4 the subsequent image is digitized such that the center of gravity

of the snake (which should be the center of gravity of the moving object) is in the center of

the grabbed image. Because of the motion of the object between two consecutive images (4{8

pixels) the object cannot be perfectly in the middle of the image. So we de�ne that an object

is in the middle of the image when its center of gravity di�ers from the center of the image by

less than 20 pixels. With this de�nition in �ve of the nine experiments { in over 90 percent

of the images { the object is in the middle of the image.

The reason of the bad results during experiment 3 can be seen in Figure 10. The active

contour has extracted the moving object but some contour elements extract parts of the rail,

too. So, the center of gravity of the snake is in the middle of the image but the object is

not. This result shows that the qualitative measurement is suitable to detect errors in the

motion tracking module. In Figure 11 an example of a normal tracking result is shown. In

Figure 12 parts of the sequence of images of experiment 2 can be seen. In all of the images

the moving train is kept in the middle of the image. In column 2 of Table 1 the stability of

the automatic initialization and tracking with the active contour can be seen. A switch to

the motion detection module will be done in the case of an error in the tracking module or

after the automatic initialization. Because of that, the initialization and tracking is robust as
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Figure 10: Worst case: experiment 3. Left the image, right the active contour. The active

contour extracts parts of the rail, too.

Figure 11: Correct result: experiment 1. Left the image, right the active contour.

one can see in the examples. In experiment 1, 2 and 9 the train is tracked after initialization

without any error over 600 images.

Our experiments show that a lot of information about the motion of the train can be

collected during the tracking. So the tracking itself could be made more robust by using a

prediction step in the tracking module which is presently not realized.

In Figure 12 (third row) another experiment is shown. An image sequence of 100 images

is processed with our system. Due to the limitations of our frame grabbing device (frame

rate of 3 images/second) and the fact that a displacement of a maximum of 8 pixels can be

achieved only with a high frame rate this sequence has been processed o�-line. Therefore, also

no movement of the robot has been possible but as one can see the active contour extracts

the head su�ciently. Thus, it is obvious that also the camera can be steered to keep the head

in the middle of the image. During the whole sequence the head is not lost but { as shown

in image 91 { in 49 images the snake did not fully extract the head which corresponds to an

error of 50 percent. The reason for the this result compared to the tracking of the train is

the displacement between consecutive frames, the shadows near the cheek, and the mustache.

Some of the errors are based on the image size which is in some frames too small to fully

contain the head.
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Figure 12: Images 13, 84, 207, 329, 424 of experiment 2. First row: The subimage containing

the tracked object. Second row: the corresponding snakes. Third row: another experiment

showing the suitability for telecommunication. Tracking of a head with active contours.

Images 0, 45, 57, 69, 91 and the active contours are shown.

6 Discussion and Future Work

At this time the described approach still has some disadvantages: First, for the motion

detection module a static camera is assumed. Second, the initialization of the snake is sensitive

to noise in the image, for example to shadows of the moving object. Third, no prediction

of the motion of the object is used during the tracking. For this reason, the tracking fails if

occlusions occur or if strong background edges appear near the moving object. Thus, the class

of scenes we have used contain one moving object in front of a homogeneous background. Of

course, it causes no problem to allow more than one moving object. In this case the attention

module has to decide which object should be tracked. This is not realized in our system at

this time. Additionally, more than one snake can be put on one image to track more than

one object simultaneously.

Additional experiments were carried out but not presented in this paper; they showed

that the approach can be used for many di�erent objects without changing the parameters of

the algorithms. One example is given by the head sequence in Figure 12. The system is also

robust with respect to the lighting conditions { even during the tracking { and the shape of

the object (smooth like the head, and polyhedral like the train).

Other authors show that the tracking quality can be improved if a prediction is used

[7, 25]. We veri�ed this by preliminary experiments. We are working on a prediction step
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and we expect to get results in the near future. Up to now, partially occlusions of the moving

object result in a loss of the contour. Thus, the experimental environment is limited to scenes

without strong background edges.

While tracking the object's contour one can collect a lot of information about the shape of

the object and the object itself (for example the color, or some signi�cant features like corners).

This information could be used to constrain the nonrigid snake used in our approach to a

rigid snake model during the tracking. Additionally one can look for characteristic features

of the moving object, for example to work on a special color channel if that channel contains

signi�cant information about the object.

Also we will do work on optimizing the speed of the algorithms and adjust some of the

algorithms for preprocessing to the active vision domain. A lot of computation time can be

saved if we can detect whether the snake has converged to the object's contour. An idea for

such termination is given in [18].

In our future experiments we will verify the quality of the system in the case of natural

background.

7 Conclusion

For real time motion detection and tracking in a closed loop of vision and action one has to

reduce the data to be worked on. The new paradigm of active vision gives a lot of ideas and

principles that can be used in real time image processing in general. In the �eld of motion

tracking one class of tracking methods is the so called active contour model. Some authors

have presented promising results in object tracking using snakes but there exists no system

using snakes for real time object tracking without any specialized hardware like transputer

networks or preprocessing hardware cards and without any hardware dependent software. In

our work we use only standard UNIX c workstations and we implement all algorithms in

an object oriented programming language (hardware independent).

We have presented a combination of several simple and fast working vision modules for

object tracking. In the �rst module the motion is detected in the scene assuming a static

camera. In the second module the moving object will be tracked using snakes. A third module

is responsible for the control of the camera, i.e. steering a robot's arm with a mounted on

camera, and determining a window in the camera image which will be digitized to keep the

object in the middle of the image. All modules may work in parallel. For implementational

reasons the motion detection and tracking module run in one process. Up to now most of the

authors use an interactive initialization of the snake on the �rst image of a sequence of images.

For real time closed loop object tracking such an initialization is not useful. Therefore, we have

proposed an automatic initialization which is based on the di�erence image. The experiments

show that this initialization is fast and robust. To improve the robustness of the overall

system we extract features out of the active contour. This is done in an additional module

the so called attention module. With these features we can detect errors in the initialization

and the tracking itself. In the case of an error the attention module stops the camera motion

and switches back to the motion detection module. In 90 percent of all images the moving

object is in the middle of the image if one de�nes that the object is in the middle of the image

if it is less than 20 pixels from the center of the image. For such judgement we have de�ned a

qualitative measurement based on the distance of the center of gravity of the object and the
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middle of the image. We have presented real time experiments in a closed loop of vision and

action which show that by combination of a tracking module and a motion detection module

moving objects can be robustly tracked over long sequences of images in real time. For this

purpose we do not use any specialized hardware and we do all implementations in an object

oriented programming language leading to a very easily portable system.
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